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INTRODUCTION

traditional health practiMost developing countries have a network of non-westem
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tioners op"ruìing outside the modem official health
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health and substance dependence
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of psychiatric illness as a human experience: how this is confronted in religious
healing, how a specific theoretical model is applied in clinical practice to make sense
of the illness experience, and how therapeutic actions proceed. Finally, some aspects
of the treatment afe discussed in an attempt to inænelate indþneous (emic) views
with an interpretative psychiatric (etic) framework. Throughout, special attention is
paid to the essential role of the family in the treatnent process.
The data on which the present study is based have been collecte.d on field
research trips to Balaji since l99l through participant-observation methods in [€atment sessions and unstructered interviews by the author in Hindi with patients, their

families, priests and healers. The material has been documented in fieldnotes, audiotapes, photographs and a large number of digital videotapes. Supplementary data
have been drawn from pilgrim manuals available in Mehndipur, especially lhe Ba1ã
Hanumãn Upãsanõ (1997\.In the orthography and translation of terminology, the
standard Hindi-English dictionary of McGregor (1997) has been used whenever
possible.

2. BALAJI AS A PILGRIMAGE AND HEALING SHRINE
The Balaji remple, dedicarcd to the monkey-god Hanumãn or BãlãjÏ (fig. 1), as
is situated in Mehndþr, a small,
this god is often referred to in Rajasthan
about
halfway between Jaipur, the state
bustling village 3 km off the highway,
capital of Rajasthan, and Agra, one of the historical cenfres of the Moghul rulers.
Neslled in a valley between two hills, Mehndipur, often refened to simply as Balaji,
is a pilgrimage centfp atEacting visitors fAâÎ'í) from many pafs of Northem India in
the context of popular Hindu devotion (bhaktù.

-

-

There is a steady stfeam of hundreds of visitors daily throughout the year
coming for a few hours or days for prayer and reverence (darian). Blessings are
asked from the powerful temple divinities for good health, fertility and economic
well-being (manokãmnã). Later, thanksgiving ce¡emonies (savãmaní) måy þg offered on a new visit for answered prayers. Some come for life'cycle rituals,
especially the head-shaving ceremonies of babies (muqþn\, Local villagers visit the
main temple briefly during maniage ceremonies.
However, what makes Balaji unique among the many pilgrimage centers of

Northem lndia, is its reputation for offering help to those suffering from mental
health problems. Here psychological distress is expressed and ueated in terms of
spirit affliction, culturally congenial to large segments of the Indian population. The

teatment is a multiphased process which aims at relieving distress and restoring
inrafamiliat balance and ft¡nctioning. There is a conspicuous recourse to farice
states, the sight of which never fails to impress visitors.
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priest in front of the idol of Bãlãji

The flow of visitors increases to tens of thousands th¡ee times a year during the
festivals of Holi, Hanumãn Jayanti and Da6ahrã. Some temple sources estimate the
total numbef of visitors at 300,000 pef yeaf. Local tradition (Ba¡a Hanumãn Upã'
sanä) maintains that the original Balaji shrine was founded l00O years ago. However, the present Balaji temple is less than a hundred years old and the other shrines
of the Mehndipur valley dedicated to the gods Rãma and Sankar (Siva) are even
younger. The popularity of Balaji is of recent origin and has developed in the last
six decades or so during the time of Gaqeipuri (1899-1979), a chief priest (mahant')

of the temples, a charismatic religious leader and renowned healer, now worshipped
at a small commemorative (samãdhi) shrine. The esteem of the temple and the
number of pilgrims have continued to increase during the reign of his successor, Srî
Kiiorpun-jí, who also has devote¿s among leading politicians and carries out extensive charitable activities. Under his direction some twenty priests are daily involved

in the temple ceremonies. In addition, various functionaries perform subordinate
administrative and practical tasks.
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3. THE HELP.SEEKERS
Studies performed previously among patients at Balaji, especially those of Dwyer
(1995, 1998) with more than 700 patient interviews, give important background
data about the clients. The fame of Balaji is reflec¡ed by the fact tl¡at almost 9O7o

of

mostly from neighboring
the patients come from outside the state of Rajasthan
states but some from as far as Nepal, Assam or Karnataka. Seeking help from Balaji
is not associated with ignorance about modem medicine, since 80-907o of those

-

who come have previously visited 'allopathic' doctors (i.e. doctors practicing
modem lVestem medicine) for their presenting illness. The most commonly given
reason for visiting Balaji - frequently described by patients and their families as a
last resort

-

is their experience that medical consultations have failed to make sense

and to relieve distressing health problems. The statistical daø of Dwyer also show
that seeking help from Balaji is not cor¡elated with illiteracy, lack of education, low
social status, poverty or a rural background as the patients are predominantly rela-

tively well-educated, from higher castes, middle social class, a¡rd of urban domicile.
Two thirds of the patients are in the age-group of 15-34 years, and about 607o of all
patients are married. There are usually no prepubertal patients and geriafic patients
are very rare. Seeberg ( 1994) saw a frequent association of help-seeking with recent
marriage, especially among females. However, the overall gender distribution is
almost equal (Dwyer 1995).
Almost two-thirds of the patients coming to Balaji seek help on the suggestion
of family members, relatives, friends and neighbours (Satija et al. l98l). Although
help-seeking from Balaji takes place in the context of popular thinking that does not
a priori distinguish illness from social misfortunes or differentiate physical disease
from psychiatric illness, it is an impressive fact that actually most patients are found
to suffer from mental illness. According to the only psychiatric study (Satija et al.
l98l) canied out on patients at Balaji, the vast majority (927o) of an unselected
sample of one hundred patients suffered from psychiatric illnesses: 487o from
neurotic disorders, 267o f¡om functional psychoses, twelve per cent from organic
psychoses and six per cent from other psychiatric disturbances.
In presenting their complaints patients most often describe psychosomatically
expressed symptoms, such as diffuse pains in the body, headaches, heaviness in
limbs, weight on shoulders, chest pains, dizziness and vertigo, problems in swal-

lowing, appetite and digestion. However, in more in-depth interviews, patients will
also reveal emotionally experienced symptoms such as depression, dysphoria,
anxiety, panic attacks and phobias.
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4.DAILYPROGRAM,PURIFICATIONANDDEVOTIONAL
ACTIVITIES
(darflan), greaünent of the afIn contrast to short visits for Prayer and reverence
weeks and sometimes sevetal
flicted requires longer stays, not uncommonly a few

the need for new ¡.eaÍnents in the
months. The length of fhe present teaünent and
the health problems, lhe degree
future depend on the seriousness and persistence of
psychosocial
of help received, the economic resources of the family and various
factors.

in Balaji is Provided by numerous dharamlãla-s or guest
The majority of them are relatively inexpensive, and some, donated by

Accommodation

houses.
involved in the
pious sponsors, afe free ofcharge for shorter stays. Ritual offerings
fixed prices'
have
ãaUy tempte ceremonies and sold on the main sreet by vendors
often suggested
Single offerings are usually not expensive but repeated offerings
expense for the
at the temple's information office may amount to a considerable

-

-

poor.
poster
The temple authorities have issued rules of conduct - displayed on a
Upãsanã) near the temple and in detail in pilgnm manuals (e.g' Barã Hanumdn
diet and
relating to purification of mind and body through proper social behaviour,
ritual acfivities. These should be observed by all visitors, patients and their care-

light vegetarian
takers during their stay in Balaji. Food must consist of a simple,
as they are
forbidden
strictly
arc
diet. Alcohol, meat, fish, garlic and onions
understood to increase bodily
according to Ayurvedic and popular conceptions
on the ground and sexual
sleep
passions and spiritual imbalance. Visitors should
among all visitors
abstinence is obligatory - even for manied couples. Mutual help
participation in
Daily
way.
any
is enjoined, and men may not harass women in
alike.
tempie worships (¿irrÐ is mandatory for patients and their ca¡e-takers
who have re(figs.
&
3)
2
Patients must be accompanied by family members
for their daily care and physical well-being. Patients cannot be brought

-

-

sponsibility

in the
to naU¡i and left there for 'Eeaünent'. In fact, family members are involved

the patient to
treatment throughout the patient's illness. The care-takers accompany
that he or
ensure
temple ceremonies and heaÛnent sessions and, when necessary'
used to pacify agitaæd
she does not run away. In Balaji, no chemical substances are
a chain tied to
protection
patients. Those who are violent or suicidal may have as a

are calm, by
their wrist with the other end carried by the care-taker, or, when they
parents and
their
with
the patients themselves. Unmanied patients come primarily
also accompany
manied pefsons with their spouses. Frequently other relatives may
at whose
person
the
the patient, in particular on the fïrst visit. These usually include
accompany their
suggestion the patient comes to Balaji. Small children frequently
parents.
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F'ig.2. Family with patient, healer (center) and his female assistant (lefÐ at the start of the
treatment.
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Fig. J. Fire offering (havan) by a family. A healcr (left) is chanting mantras.
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general ones and those that afe
specifically associated with the treatment process itself. The latter, which are performed by each family separately and of specifically local character' will be de-

There are two types

of temple ceremonies:

scribed in Section 6. Among the former, the most important afe the congregational
pan-Indian drtí services held at the main temple in honour of Bãlãji twice a day at
dawn and at dusk which form the focal points of the daily program of all visitors.
The more assiduous pilgrims will also participate in the drlis performed for the
other deities within the main temple and the other shrines of the valley.
Tlre ceremonial procedure of an ãrtí at the main temple is similar to the way it
is performed in many temples elsewhere in India. Some time beforc the ceremony
begins, patients aniving together with their families from their guesthouses start to

of the temple and the street in front of the temple. The congregation gathered within the temple starts singing devotional hymns (bhaian\ n
praise of the shrine's deities. Soon afterwards the drtí begins. The leading priest
(mukhya ptijari) performs a solemn ritual of circular movements in front of the idol
of BãlãjT with a many-branched lamp (dtp) of buming ghee in his right hand and a
bell (gharytû in his left hand. He is accompanied by other priests, one of them blowing a conch shell, the others beating a large gongJike instrument. The ceremony
ends after half an hour with holy water being sprinkled by the priest on the raised
hands of an excited crowd of visitors, patients and their families. Since 1997, ttp
main iclol of B-alãji and the rituals taking place in the inner sanctum have been
shown to pilgrims in the street through two monitors placed on the balcony of the
second storey of the temple. The drlís are also a focal time for the fiance behaviours
of the treatrnent described in Section 6. Another important congregational event,
also obligatory for all patients and their care-takers, is the daily chanting session
(kirtan\ held every aftemoon on the second floor in a large hall dedicated to the

fill

the main sanctuary

temple divinity Pretrãj, a minister of Balãjí.
Outside the official temple program, there will be devotional singing sessions

-

in the guesthouses. Many visitors read

either spontaneous or organized by healers and chant religious texts, abundantly available in the bazars of the main street, the
most popular being those which describe the exploits and glories of the monkeygod. Finally, there is continual informal sharing of peer-group experience with other

families as the main method of acculturation to the stay at Balaji'

5. THE DIVINE LANDSCAPE: EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL
Any approach to the treatment of mental health problems - whether Westem or nonWestem - consists necessarily of two major culturally consFucted components:

theoretical models and their practical application in the clinical trcatrnent process of
pa¡ients.
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At Balaji, both the theory and practice of Ueatrnent (see sections ó and 8) are
embedded in a divine panorarna of religious imagery and mythological stories of
both pan-Indian and provincial origin. In this landscape, the main celestial actors arc

-

-

the ideal Hindu couple King Rãma and his wife sitã together with Rãma's
brother Lakçmaqa and their powerfrrl ally, the monkey-god Hanumãn, the males

valiantly fighting various demons and sitã setting the example of gentle female
virtues. Their stories enjoy immense popularity in Northem India, especially
through the Rãmcariunãnas (1974), the Hindi version of ttre ancient Sanskrit epic
Rãmãya4a, by the mediaval poet Tulsidãs.
The extemal topography of the temples of the Mehndipur valley illustrates and
reflects the intemal divine landscape in which the teatnent process akes place. On
the main str€el, a recently partly renovated nuo-storied temple of Bãtãji stands oppo-

site to a modest temple of Rãma, These æmples, as well as th¡ee other smaller
shrines, are ritually connected and owned by the ruling family of priests. There arc

of the hierarchical superiority of Rãma, e.g. a gfoup of Bengali
musicians play and sing in his temple unending devotional music day and night,
some suggestions

while the temple of Bãlãji is closed for the night. Also every evening, after the drris
have finished, the offerings @rasãd) and the holy water (¡aI) coming from the temple of Bãlãjî are distributed to pilgrims from the temple of Rãma. Howeveç the central ceremonies important for the üeatment process itself take place in the temple of
Bãlâji as the presence of his idol is associated with curative po$,ers (íaktil. Considered as the royal couft(darbôr) of Bãlãji, this building also has idols of his two
divine ministers of equal status: Bhaironji, a form of tlre great god Siva, popular in
Rãjasthãn, here an assistant of the monkey-god, and the purely local deity, pretrãj
believed to have been converted by Bilãjr from evil ways to be his helper in the
treatment activities. The idols of the Bãlãji temple are amorphous rocks, painted
with silver, gold and orange, with strangely vital, piercing eyes. They are considered
by many to be divinely created and therefore more powerful than human-made
idols. Finally, there are sites (stådn) without idols for several lesser non-Sanskritic
deities who are converted spirits serving in the army (fauj) of Bãlãji as his soldiers

-

(sainik) and messengers (drir).
An outline of the myths involving tlre main deities will now be presented. In
the Râmãyar¡a, Rãma is banished by intrigue from his position as rightñrl heir to tlre
kingdom of Ayodhya, parted from his grieving father and other relatives and exiled
in the forest for fourteen years. He is followed by his faithful wife, sîtã, and his
loyal younger brother, Lakçma$a. In the forest, Rãvaqa, the demon-king of lankq
infatuated by the beauty of sitã, kidnaps her and carries her off to his capial. In
Lankã, sitã resoluæly rejects his advances. The royal brothers set out on an unrelenting search for Sitã. They enter into alliance with the monkeys of the forest and
after many adventures, the monkey-chief Hanumãn, who becomes a devotee and

powerful ally of Rãma, finds the pining sitä in Lanka. Hanumãn sets fire to t¡e
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in a tenible battle and rescues
joyfully reunited couple return in triumph to the thfone of
his untouched wife. The
see an epitomization of cultural ideals of
Ayodhyã. In the story of Rãma, one can
brotherly loyalty, the courage and
me futiilrn"nt of fa¡nilial duties: fitial obedience,
of the wife through crises' Rãma is
love of the husband and the marital fidelity
wife
of the perfect man, and sitã as the gentle, faithful, obedient

Rãma slays Rãvana
demon capital, Lanka is attacked,

raised to the status

is an incorporation of Hindu feminine ideals'

Hanumãn,thedivinemonkeychief,isthechildofanymphbytheWindGod'

infant form, Bãlãii, he is the main healing
son of the Purifier Qtavanaptira). In his

are highlighted:
divinity of Mehndipur. Locally three aspects of his character

valiant and resourceful in battle' he
courageous strength, devorion and benevolence.
(bairangbalí)' The devois a gr"at herc (mahdvi,f, powerful and strong of frame
religious books, cassette music
tional aspects of Hanumãn are emphasized in the
be shown as kneeling at the feet
and pictures sold in the bazar of rhe village. He may
by the
couple in utter humility' or sitting in blissful meditation blessed
of the royal
hand

of

R-ama radiating

light towards him. In his devotion (bhakti), he is always

visitors as the exemplary devotee'
chaste and virtuous (brahmacarí), an ideal for all
noble figure standing up
In the most dramatic illustration, one sees Hanumãn as a

image of R-ama and sitã in his
and tearing his breast open to show for all to see the
Tulsidãs, recommended
heaf. In the Hanumãn chãlísã, a short poem attributed to
of problems (sañka¡mocan\'
reading for all visitors, he is also extolled as the solver

Byfindingandconsolingsitã'anguishedinhercaptivity,andhelpingRãmato

of all the innocent tormented
rescue her from the clutches of Rãva¡a, he is the helper
healer who flew to the
divine
forces of aggression and selfish lust. He is also the
by

soldiers of the army of Rãma'
Himalayas to bring curing herbs to Laksmana and the
Actually, this is the form
who were seriously wounded in the baule against Rãva4a.
through the air and
in which B-alãjî is represented in the main temple, as if flying
(fig. l).
in his uptifted righr arm a whole mountain of curing herbs
bringing
-t
to the family line of the
ocal legend ties Hanumãn-Bãlãii to Mehndipur and
forest in which lions, tigers
chief priests. Long ago, this area was covered with deep
and bandits causing tlre
and wild animals roamed about. It was infested with thieves
the present chief priest had
local people to live in continual fear. Once a forefather of
coming from a huge gathera frightening dream where he heard thundering sounds
of Bãlãjî in the forest'
ing áf wild animals who were honoring an illuminated idol
of Bãlâjí to worDuring the same night, in a second dream he heard the command
found the place indicated in
ship him in order to spread his glory. The next day' he
of purifying water. The
r¡e dream and the idJ of BãlãjÍ from which issued a stream
have it dug out of the earth failed
size of the idol was immense. A king who tried to
part of the hill' The mahant settled
to reach its feet as the idol proved to be a nah¡ral
temple was built for Bãlãji and
on this very spot and perfãrmed many miracles. A
his two main assistant deities

-

Pretrãj and Bhaironjî'
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Pretrãj - the Lord of Ghosts - a cental character in the village pantheon, lived
once upon a time in the valley between the two hills where the temple of Bãlãji now
stands. He refused to allow anyone to pass through. All who tried were instantly

killed or struck by an incurable, painful illness. Therefore, the tormented villagers
decided to build a shrine in order to pacify the savage spirit. But as soon as it was
completed, it was immediately reduced to rubble by the monkey-god. After this was
repeated a number of times, the infuriated Prerãj anacked Bãtâii. In the ensuing
battle where Pretrãj put up a fierce resistance, he was severely beaten because ultimately he was no match for the monkey-god, a mighty lifter of mountains. hetrãj
capitulated and pleaded for forgiveness for the evils he had caused to poor, innocent
people. Bãlãjî granted him mercy on the condition that he would forsake his bad and

destructive ways

for ever and, instead, start helping suffering humanity. After

proper penance, the subdued Pretraj became transformed into a helping spirit (dút)

in the court (darbar) of Bãlãji. Ever since, he has been a faithfr¡l servant of the
monkey-god. Pretrãj is the paradigm of spirit conversion, essential to the logic of

will be shown in the next section.
These mythical stories set the scene of üreaûnent in an allegoric divine landscâpe expressing important cultural values and models of right action (dharma).
the treatment process at Balaji, as

The stories function as mental maps directing the perception, thinking, emotions and
actions of the pilgrims at Balaji. On the cognitive level, they describe problem situa-

tions encountered by gods and humans, problem-solving strategies and actions. In
the polarity between the forces of destruction and chaos repr€sented by demons
menacing social order and the good way of life (dharma) defended by the gods, the
former gain only temporary ascendancy, and they arc eventually overthrown by the
mighty gods and their helpers. The end-result is always positive, but not before
ferocious battles have been fought, dire difficulties experienced and penance performed. The stories are constantly reinforced emotionally both by the temple rituals
and by religious cassette music played in the streets and religious booklets (e.g.
Hanumãn CãlIsã, Bãlãji Cãlîsã, Sundarakãq{a) available in the bazar. Even daily
greetings among pilgrims underscore hope and positive expectations: 'Jay Srî
Rãm!' ('Victory to the Great Rãma'), and'Jay Bãba kî!' ('Victory to the Lord')
refening specifically to Hanumãn - Bãlãjï.
Whatever takes place on the cosmological level of the myths is true of ordinary
humans as well. The macrocosmic and the microcosmic, the extemal and the intemal
are analogous, constructed according to the same patterns. The fight against the
forces of chaos and destruction in the lives of the patients and their families and the

ways

of solving their problems are modelled according to the stn¡cture

chronological sequences of the divine allegoric scripts.

and
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THE INDIGENOUS THEORETICAL MODEL AND DESIGN
OF THE TREATMENT

The local discourse translating psychological distress into terms of spirit affliction is
culturally congenial a¡rd minimally stigmatizing. It is actually a specific language for
reformulating mental health problems and a concfete method for treating them.
Already before they anive at Mehndipur, patients and their families usually

for which a range of expressions exist (úparî havã, bhùt
ki bîmari, jã(ú ¡onã,caukí,etc). Often this possibility may have been suggested to
them originally by their local healers or priests. Talking about spirit affliction has
several culturally based therapeutic consequences. First, the images of an intrusive
spirits outside the conrol of the afflicted relieve the patient and the family from
personal responsibility for his or her plight. The sufferings of the captive Sîtã were
¡rot her own fault but due to the aggression of the demon king. Secondly, domination by spirits is a temporary state of affairs' like the rules of Rãvana and Pretrãj,
and implies eventual hopes of a happy end for the oppressed if proper action is
effectively taken. Thirdly, it mobilizes family action for saving the patient from his
or her distress, which is simultaneously a plight of the whole family. After the
kidnapping of Sítã, the rest of the Rãmãyana is really mainly about joint efforts to
save her from the clutches of the demon king and to overcome this enemy who has
suspect a spirit affliction,

caused the sad separation of husband and wife.

In the local idiom of Mehndipur itself, the principal three terms used to designate the agents of spirit affliction ue bhút, pret and sañka¡. The first two words ale
Sanskrit past participles, bhûta meaning 'has been', 'passed' and preta signifying

'depafed', 'one who has gone forward'. Used as nouns, both in Sanskrit and
Hindi, both refer to the ghost or spirit of a dead pefson. Bhút'pret are the spirits of
the clead t¡at have not yet reincamated. Pretlok is the world of disembodied spirits
awaiting the performance of funerary rites. Bhút also refers to the traditional five
elements (earth, water, fife, air and ether). Finally, in several compound words of
modem Hindi, å/rrit simply refers to the past, as n bhûtakãla, the grammatical
designation for the past tenses of Hindi.
The common Hindi word sarika! has the meanings

of 'dire difficulty' or 'mis-

fortune', 'danger', 'crisis', 'emergency' in everyday spoken language and newspapers. However, in Mehndipur the term has additional specific connotations of
spirit affliction, quickly picked up by newcomers: on the abstract level it signifies
the state of being afflicted by spirits, and, on the concrete level it designales the
possessing spirits themselves. In fact, it is the most prevalent of the terms referring
to spirit affliction. The afflicted are called sarlka¡vale rogi: those ailing from sanka¡
or patienrs with sañka¡. The treatment of the affliction is called sañka¡ kãtnã with the
double meanings of a) ordinary Hindi: 'surmounting difficulty', 'overcoming adver-
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situation'and b) the specific usage of Mehndipur denoting
abstract and/or concrete termination of spirit affliction. The interplay of the various
connotations of the word sarlka! allows flexibility of usage and resilience of ex-

sity', 'resolving

a crisis

pression,

The spirits tormenting the patients at Mehdipur are not the great demons
(rãk¡asa, asura) of the classical religious stories. In traditional Indian conception,
the bhuts are unhappy spirits of deceased people who have not found a fulfillment
of their life due to untimely death caused by illness, accident, violence or, sometimes, because of non-performance of the last fr¡neral næs (antim sanskãr). They
are still hungry for life and roam around looking for a human body into which they
could enter in order to enjoy life once more. They may spontaneously attack vulnerable persons or they may be sent through the black magic of a sorcerer (tantrik),ln
the latter case, it will be some enemy or jealous person in the social network of the
patient and his family who is believed to have paid the sorcerer for his services.
Once in the human body, the bhúts sap fhe patient's life-energy, causing weakness
and pains, heaviness and lethargy, or socially inappropriate behaviour such as fits of
anger and rage. In fact, the colloquial Hindi expressions, åå¿il bannã and bhíit honã,
mean 'to rage'.
Although they inflict distress and pain on the patient and his family, it must be
clearly emphasized that - at least in Mehndipur - the possessing spirits are not
regarded as intrinsically 'evil' or 'malevolent' (burã, duç¡, pãpî) beings in themselves. It is only when they have entered the human body that their activities result
in harm (unke kãm bure) to the person concemed. The terms for spirits do not imply
malevolent intentionality, nor are they employed with such adjectival anributes.
Priests and healers explained to the author that, as the spirits suffer from unhappi
ness (duþkh), they really need peace and release (mukti, chu¡kärã) from their ghostly existence. However, by themselves they are unable to reach this goal. The teatment process at Balaji will permit them to do so. As a healer pointed out: 'Think of
the misery of the very poor! The aim is not to do away with the poor but only to end
their poverty.' In a successful reatment the unhappy spirits will become transformed into protective, helping spirits (dr¡t) performing good works in the divine
courts (darbãr) of the temple divinities. Therefore, the logic of the treaunent both
releases the spirits from their unhappiness (duþkh), and the patient from his state of
affliction. This double metamorphosis can be seen, for instance, in the expression:
'Sarika¡ ka¡ gaya aur mukti ho gayã.'It can be translaæd as 'Adversity/spirit affliction was finished and deliverance/release took place', signifying that both the patient

of their misfortune. As balance is
restored, it is understood that the helpfrrl ancestor spirits (plt¡devatã) of the family
who are always disturbed by the bhûts wtll also receive peace and can rejoice once
and the spirit afflicting him were frrlly relieved

mofe.
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Technically, the teafnent process at Balaji is formulated as a legal trial of the
temple functions
spirits associated with the patient's illness. It is maintained that the
their families,
patients
a¡rd
a law-court (adalat) where the innocent, that is, the
üke

judge, Pretrãj and Bhaironji his leading prosecureceive justice. Bãlãji is the chief
tors and legal aids. In the trial, the possessing spirits (bhñt) arc cross-examined'
(drit) of the
accused and punished (sazã) for their evil deeds by the helping spirits
(ål,tr).
During
their
þmple, all of whom are themselves reformed former spifits
punishment, the possessing spirits at first angrily deny having committed any
offences and put up a fierce resistance, but in the end they are forced to confess, and
like Pretrãj, will pray for forgiveness (&sand). Mercy will be granted by B-alãji on
tlre condition that they reform their evil ways and do penance (tapasya\ to purify
themselves, after which ttrey may be accorded a se l (siltàn) in BãlãjÎ's court of
helping spirits. Therefore, in contrast to the fate of the demon Rãvana in the great
epic, these spirits are not killed but converted and transformed from enemies into
useful allies. Here we can see the paradigmatic importance of the local story of Preç
rãj, the Lord of Ghosts, converted from a perpetatof of destructive, rageful activities
against the poor and innocent into their helper. Several other minor deities at the
temple (Dîvãn Sarkãr, Bhanglvã¡ã, Kundivãle Bãbã) as well as the whole army of
nameless spirit helpers (r/rit) exemplify the same sequence of transformation.

On the level of ritual performance the 'legal process', to which the divine
stories and personal involvement give cognitive and emotional content, proceeds
through a sequence of three stages of physically executable action structures for the
individual patients and their families.

Filing a petition in the court: darkhãst anù arzî
First, the patient has to submit a petition to the gods of the main temple in order to
have his case registered in the court. This is done by making specific food oblations
(bhoÐto the thfee main deities: Bälãji, Bhaironji and Pretrãj - in this order in their
respective halls at the temple, Darþãst is a smaller offering to get things started and
arzí abigger one following it. Bolh of these Urdu words mean 'petition' or 'application'. Darkhõst is performed through the mediation of the priests (p'úi'ãrÐ officiating in the temple. The latter take a little of the oblation and throw it into the sacred
fire (havan) burning in small brass pots in front of each of the deities' Of the
(lal(u)
offering sacrificed to Bãlãjî the priest feturns to fhe donor two sweetmeats
with which he has touched the holy fire in front of the monkey-god, The patient is
then instructed to keep these separately with him. The rirual ends in the courtyard
behind the temple, where the supplicant Passes the rest of the offering seven times
around his head and then throws it over his shoulder to the dogs' goats, peacocks
physical
ancl other birds feeding on the hill behind the courtyard. By this act of
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casting-off, the patient anticipaæs the end-result of the heâûnent process, liberation
from affliction (sarika¡). Finally, the two sweemeats retumed to the patient - understood to be now suffused with Bãlãji's curative force (íølrri) - are consumed by him
either immediately or a little later. It is believed that directly after this the details of
his or her request will be examined by the temple gods.
On ordinary weekdays, the whole sequence of events does not take more than
10-15 ¡ninutes to complete. This is also true of the arzî ritual, which in terms of
procedure parallels darkhast ineverydetail. However, on Tuesdays and saturdays,
the auspicious days of Hanumãn, long queues of eager and noisy pilgrims prolong

of them will be healthy visitors wishing to give darl¡ttãst for
obtaining fulfilment of their wishes (manokãmnã) for good health, fertility and
the procedure. Most

economic well-being.

The fr¡nction of arzî is to 'keep things going in the court', and patients are
recommended to offer it daily until the case comes to a successful conclusion. In
addition to the above rituals, there are many other offerings (bhoÐ used to faciliøte
andenhance the process. The offerings themselves have standard contents, but the
pattem and sequence oftheir use is variable and depends on the the progress of the
treatment and the characteristics of the affliction. For their performance, advice from
a senior temple priest or a healer is usually requested.

Appearance in the court: peói
P¿ii is another Urdu legal term, meaning 'hearing of a case or law suit, appearance
in court'. During pe.íí, the evil (bura) and unlawful (niEiddh) acts committed by the
possessing spirits (ålrrit) are exposed by the helping spirirs (ddl)

of the æmple, who
inflict stem punishment (sazô) upon them. Outwardly, peíî is a ritual Eance

manifesting itself through highly expressive stereotypic verbal and motor behaviour.
Theoretically, peiî may take place at any time and anywhere in Mehndipur, from

A large number of peíis will
within the temple and in the street in front
of it. Another important occasion for peíís is the impressive singing sessions
(kîrtan) held every aftemoon for two hours in the large hall of Pretrãj on the second
floor of the temple, where some t\r/o hundred people may sit on the floor singing
where, it is said, the possessing spirits cannot escape.
be seen during the evening service (ärli)

hymns (bhajan\ directed by an energetic lay choirleader.
Even Indian visitors who come to Balaji for the first time whether for worship or as help-seekers - are struck and bewildered by the wild trancing taking place

-

right on the street. During the evening worship a large, dense crowd fills the street
between the temples of Bãlãji and Sîtã-Rama shouting loudly 'Jay Bãbd kí!'
('Victory to Hanumãn') and'Jay Sri Rãm!' ('Victory to the Great Rãma'). Among
the crowd one sees patients

of both sexes starting to sway, shake and dance. The
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of the
long hair of women is freed and whirls around with the gyrating movement
rings
small
form
participants
upper body. ln the crowd, their relatives and other
force the
utáun¿ them rhythmically clapping their hands and shouting loudly to

of 'Jaldí bolo!' ('Talk quickly'),
1Zo, ,, bolo!, (,Speak loudly'), 'Terã nãm?'('lVhat's your name?'),'Kahân se
etc' - or, to
dyã?' (Where did you come from?'), 'Sacc bolo!' ('Speak the tn¡th'),
bhûts - 'Mãr
summon the helping spirits (dt¡t) to proceed with their anack on he
increases'
the
tempo
lagã do!'('Beat him'),'Saùka¡ kã¡o!' ('Defeat him!'). As
the
anguis¡ed screams or abusive rage understood as the spiriS' protests issue from
impressive
mouths of the afflicted who may shake as if in convulsions or do
for
acrobatic somersaults. As the spirits become ready to surrender, they will cry
mercy - e,g. 'Chor do!' ('Leave me'),'Kçamã do!' ('Forgive me') and will make
an account and declaration (bayan) revealing their identity and full details of their
possessing spirits to reveal themselves with cries

mischiefs. Finally, some of the afflicted may collapse on the ground in exhaustion.
Tlrc rvhole atmosphere is weird and frenzied at least to newcomers. Occasionally
pays any
camels, buses and jeeps try to pass through the crowd but nobody really
events,
of
the
duration
the
attention to them, and their passage is often blocked for

-

the
The peíis terminate abruptly when the leading pnest(mukhya púiarí) appe¿ìrs on

veranda

of the temple to sprinkle holy water on the excited crowd, in this way

indicating the end of the ceremony.
In any individual case, several pe.íís will be required as the possessing spirits
one
are held to be deceitful (catãk) and full of tricks (dhokhebãz). Often, it is not
sea
Therefore,
spirit that possesses the patient but several, sometimes dozens'
quence of repeated p¿fis over a longer period of time is necessary in order to obtain
significant relief. When spirits have attacked the whole family, other members of the
farnily will also have to performpeíi.

Moderation and abstention in home care: Parhez
of
On leaving Balaji, patients will once more offer dart'ùãst to ask for the protection
homethe deities for the joumey back home and domestic life there. Subsequent
word
the
by
consists of both dietary and behavioural components. It is denoted
care

Origin, meaning 'abstention', 'moderation' And 'continence"
'prevenSometimes the Sanskrit word nivãra4a is used, signifying 'warding off',
gaflic
tion'. Dietary regulations have to be continued at home. Alcohol, meat and

parhez,

of Persian

basis.
should be totally avoided. Other foodstuffs may be restricted on an individual
chastity (brahmacõryø) and cleanliness, both spiritual and physical, are to be
case should
observed in daily life. The first I 1, 2l ot 4l days according to the
and perbe spent confined to the house, sleeping on the ground during the night

-

-
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forming worship (püj,ã-pãth\ every moming and evening and applying tlre proæction of holy æh(bhabhûti) and water (;al) obtained on deparnrre from the temple.
If the family considers that the Eeatment has been successñ¡l and fr¡ll help has
been obtained for domestic life, many of them retum to Balaji to offer a special,
great thanksgiving ceremony (savãma4i). It is not obligatory and is performed often
only after a fairly long stable period of relief from dishess and affliction.
To summarize, in the first phase the families place their troubles at the feet of
the gods and entreat their assistance, in the second, the divine powers act with decisive energy to reveal and punish the secretive possessing spirits in order to force
them to change theirevil ways, and in the third, the family ensures through its own
activity that the positive results are maintained and further consolidated at home. In
the first and third phases, the patients and their families are acting subjects; in the
second all action is said to be 'automatic' - this English word being used - meaning
that the events taking place during pelí ate involuntary and not accomplished by
conscious will or effort.

7. PROFESSIONAL EXPERTS: PRIESTS AND HEALERS
The t¡eatment process involves two types of professionals in Mehndipur: resident,
hereditary temple priests and non-resident, charismatic healers. Both share the local
religious idiom of communication and theoretical model, but they have different
roles and functions in the therapeutic process as a whole. Although the priests and
healers have neither formal nor informal relations with each other, their activities can
be seen as synergistic and complementary (Dwyer 1995).

The priests are primarily ritual experts officiating the temple ceremonies (fig. l).
On request, the priest on duty in the information office of the temple, op€n for two
hours daily, may give brief advice on rituals to be performed for the gods and holy
texts to be profitably chanted by the pilgrims. Some priests may perform on payment separate rituals for the benefit of patients and pilgrims by applying mantras

(mantrit karke) to water Qaf), ashes (bhabhûti') and amulets (tabîz). Apart from this,
the priests do not participate in any way in the concrete trcatnent of the patients and
keep away from the trance states (peiß).

As there is little central co-ordination of the treatment in general, it tends to be a
self-directing, spontaneous and somewhat haphazæd process. Occasionally one
hears dissatisfac¡ion from pilgrims about the lack of specific instructions and concrete participation by the priests, This does not, however, in most cases affect their

faith in the temple divinities. Individual planning for the ueatnent of families is
provided by healers, who a¡e voluntarily consulted by a sizeable proportion of tlre
pilgrims. Through their efforts the tfeaünent process becomes more organized and
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systematic. Time expenditure may be considerably reduced, which also diminishes
econo¡nic losses due to long absences from home and work.
The healers are administratively and economically independent of the temple,
but all are devotees of the temple divinities. All healers stress that f€aÛnent takes
place due to God's gnce (Balaiî ka kypa se) and that everything is up to God (an fti
marzi). Healers systematically underscore the importance of participation in rituals
at the temples and, in fact, prescribe for thei¡ clients additional rituals to be performed there. Therefore, the healers' services are never an altemative to the temple
ceremonies but always an adjunct to them. Healers are addressed with the title

bhagat, meaning 'devotee'

or 'healer'. They often

describe their profession as

'working with the spirits' (bhût-pret ko laãm), or simply as 'working for Bãlãji'
(Batají ka kãn).In contrast to the priests, no healer lives permanently in Mehndipur, but they visit it either regularly or occasionally. Some of them attact a lafge
clientele, including many cured patients with their families. The healers do not have
set fees, but clients are expected to contribute according to their means and their
satisfaction with treaûnent. Very poor patients, however, do not usually use their
services.

As folk practitioners, the healers, of course, do not have any formal training for
their work, which for them is a religious calling. Often it has been initiated after perso¡ral crises ovefcome with divine help in the almost archetypal way of religious
healers and shamans all over the world. All have had a guru, a religious master,
often an older relative involved with healing activities. The healers are male, but they
may have female assistants. All healers belong to the higher twice-born castes but
not to any specific healing subcastes. Some are full-time practitioners who also
travel in other parts of Northern India, but most afe part-time healers with a mundane profession (e.g. wheat merchant, goldsmith, tax inspector). Healers do not
appear to have professional or social contacts with each other.

Healers do not operate in the temple precincts but stay and work in their
favourite guesthouses, where they organize kîrtans,which means 'group singing of
hyrnns (bhajan)'for their clients. These arc emotionally intensive occasions of often
several hours with usually about twenty - sometimes even two hundred - participants singing, playing music and clapping hands (fig. 4). The kírtans are essentially
structured treatment sessions for the aftlicted under the guidance of the healer.
Trance states orpeíis similar to those observed at the temple take place. Some healers enter into trance themselves or use trancing assistants, who give voices to the
possessing spirits (b/rúr) and messengers (d¡il) of the temple deities' Priests never
go into a trance in Balaji, although they may do so in other temples of Rajasthan. All
successful healers are repositories of religious legends and stories which they skil-

fully recount - according to the needs of the situation - to enthralled audiences.
Many healers appeâr to be expert in perceiving problem pattems of family relationships a¡d are skilled at responding quickly to exigent intra- and interpersonal crises.
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Itig, 4. A tirtaa, singing of religious hymns during a treatment session,

There may be several individual variations of technique among healers, but the

similarities are more important than the differences. [n all cases, the court model

with its th¡ee consecutive phases - as described in Section 6 - is adhered to. In the
following section, the working methods of one healer are described as an example
of the work of an experienced professional.

8. A HEALER AND HIS PRACTICE
Bhagat (figs. 2, 3, 6 and 7) is a full-time religious healer from Uttar Pradesh, about
50 years of age, Rajput by caste, married with four grown-up children and grandchildren. His grandfather, who was a part-time healer, taught him some of his skills
when Bhagat was still quite young. As an adult he eamed his living in the family
trade of goldsmiths, in addition to which he did some healing work. Later he underwent personal crises that shook his life, but he sought and obtained help from
Bãlãji. Then he received in prayer a message from Bãlãji to forsake his mundane
work and become a fr¡ll+ime healer. This he did despiæ initial protests from his
family. Now he has visited Mehndipur regularly for ten years to treat patients
suffering from spirit affliction. The word spreads through cured patients, who bring
neighbours and relatives to his consultations. Bhagat always works with a brahmin
fe¡nale assistant, a former patient of his, about 45 years old (figs. 2, 3, 6 and 8).
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Minã's husband had been killed in a street riot, and her little daughter died after she
fell to the street from a roof top. For a long time she suffered from severe depression. After visiting many doctors and healers, she finally found help from Bhagat.
Then she told him: 'I am only an uneducated and useless widow, but would you
allow me to work for you so that I could again be of some use to people.' Bhagat
was impressed by her emotional talent, and now they have worked together for
many years. Once a month Bhagat fetches Minã from Delhi to Mehndipur' where
they work togefher with their patients for ten days. Then Bhagat sees her back home
and retums to his own family in a small provincial town'
Bhagat and Minã - like other healers in Mehndipur - stay in a guesthouse
together with their clients. Therefore, in contrast to the priests, the healen share the
daily life, living quarters, food and daily tasks with their clients. In this way, their
activities are integrated into the everyday life-experiences and ongoing activities of
their clients. In contrast to the deferential formality observed towards the priests,
claily exchanges between healers and their clients outside the teatment sessions
have an easy familiarify with much personal warmth and scope for joking and
humour. It is quite obvious - at least to a psychiatrist - that both the healer and his
assistant are mentally healthy and well-integrated personalities, complementing each

other in their working partnership. Bhagat is the sensitive inællectual with highly
developed interpersonal skills and quick wit, while MInã is an emotional dynamo,
direct and with abrupt flashes of intuition about patients.
Patients and their families seeking help from Bhagat participate, in addition to
the temple ceremonies, in Bhagat's t¡eatment sessions and group discussions every
day, preferably for the full duration of his ten days' stay in Balaji. Usually several
such stays are necessary, often separated by one or mofe months. Every Uea[nent
stay ends with clear-cut home-care instructions for the whole family, Cured patients
may retum later to Bhagat for thanksgiving, and some may develop a continuous
relationship as his religious followers.
New patients may arrive at any time of the day and are ¡eceived informally in
the small room where Bhagat and Minã stay. Bhagat listens to the rvorries of the
family ancl may ask a few questions but does not pursue them in detail. More often
he will recount stories of successful cures for problems similar to those of the newcomers. His followers present in the room will make encouraging comments. First,
the darklnst and arzí ceremonies must be performed in the main temple. Bhagat
informs the family that only after that, if the spirits appear on the next day in his
treat¡nent session, can an assessment be made of the nature of the problems. Thus
the session itself is diagnostic. ln addition, he may perform a purificatory ceremony
with sacred fire (havan) and the chanting of mantras for the family (fig. 3) or ritual

offerings (bhog) (fig. a),
The healer enjoins daily participation in æmple worship (ãrtí) and, most importantly, personal activity (svayam karnd) in prayers, purification and devotion.
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Therefore, the treatment is not really something that the healerdoes to the clients but
a shared projeÆt that necessitates the concerted efforts of both parties. In an interview, he commented: 'Doing it younelf is much more useful than having others
perform rituals for you because only by personal activity can a new habit be formed.

Only that will change thinking'. He recommends, in particular, hymn singing
(bhajan),'Preferably 24 hours a day,' he half-jokingly adds. Therapy consists of
active action for and by the whole family, 'learning by doing' under his personal
guidance.
Bhagat clearly attempts not to súart treating patients who have outwardly recognizeable symptoms of serious somatic illness (doktori rogí), such as severe weight

loss, high fevers, prominent skin changes, etc. For such patients he recommends
hospital heafrienq and only after that may they retum to him. However, lacking
medical knowledge, his somatic diagnostic skills a¡e modest, and he cannot ñ¡lly
appreciate the importance of continuing adequate medical [€aûnent of invisible'
medical diseases with diffuse symptoms, such as diabetes and hypertension.

of the
of group discussions canied out by him in
the traditional teacher-student (guru-celâ) idiom. Both phases of therapeutic interaction take place within the context of open groups and always involve the family as
well as the sick person (figs. 2 & 7). There is no individual psychotherapy built
upon a dyadic setting. If somebody at any time starts a private discussion with the
healer any other patient or family is free to listen in, and particþte with questions
Bhagat's treatment has formal and informal phases: the former consists

actual E€afnent sessions and the latter

and remarks.

The treaunent sessions, kîftans, take place twice a day - two hours in the
morning and trvo in the afternoon in the guesthouse where Bhagat and Mînâ and
most of their clienæ stay.

All Bhagat's

patients panicipate together with their fami-

lies and any accompanying persons. About 10-20 men and women, some with
small children, sit on a large carpet spread in the inner courtyard. A view opens into
a small sanctuary where they can see an altar with pictures of gods garlanded with
flowers and the burning flame of a gheeJamp (jyotÐ, which is the physical and
spiritual centre of the forthcoming session, as it represents the highest God (parampitã paramelvar). All action takes place in front of the altar flame, which is also a
visual focus attracting the gaze ofthe participants.
In the beginning of the session, Minã is sitting inside the sanctuary on the floor
beside the altar and Bhagat outside on a chair. Aniving participants bow first to the
gods with their hands joined in prayer, some touch the ground with their foreheads.
Then they greet the healer and his assistant by touching their feet with both hands.
Some settle on the carpet outside! some sit down in the sanctuary itself to pray.
Behaviour is subdued, participants are either silent or may exchange whispering remarks. No special costumes or paraphemalia are used. Both the healer and his assis-
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tant as well as the patients and their families are dressed in normal clean, everyday
clothes.

The active formal phase of the session begins abruptly when Bhagat puts a
cassette in the deck of his tape-recorder, which has two high-volume loudspeakers'
joined by
Sometimes he may himself start energetically a religious song and is then
others. All participants clap their hands rhythmically to the beat of the music, which
is not dissimilar to some of the popular Hindi film music, but the contents afe
praises in honour of the gods, of¡en stories from the Rãmãyãaa. Music and handclapping understood to weaken the possessing spirits - will continue all through

-

the sessio¡ except for the intermissions when Bhagat interviews spirits who make
their appearance later in the session. An intensively charged vibrant emotional
atmosphere is created (fig. 4). Most participants will remain watchers of the drama
which stafs to unfold as some of the patients will go into an outwardly manifest
trance (peÍi). After their eyes close drowsily, their heads start to srvay slowly, then
their upper bodies. As the tempo increases, the possessed will shake and Femble'
Those entering peíi are ushered by Bhagat to the space in front of the altar. Some of
them will start to dance with abandon and lady patients may writhe on the floor in

sexual intercourse, Screams of protest' raging
abuse and invective swearing issue from their mouths, which may cfeate confusion
and fear in newcomers if they do not understand what it is all about. To the others it

erotic movements reminiscent

of

-

-

acted
is clear that the highly inegular behaviour aggression and voluptuousness
spirits
revealing
possessing
out by the patients in trance is not their own, but that of

themselves. The healer may throw holy ash (bhabhúti) and mutter secret mantras to
facilitate the emergence of the bhûts from the bodies of the patients into the open.
With hand movements around a patient's neck he may signal the tying up (rekhfl of
a spirit so that

it cannot

escape from the awaiting trial.

The basic elements of the patients' peiîs are similar to those taking place in the
temple but richer in expression and culrurally significant details, with a more clearly

discemable logical structure. Bhagat will authoritatively question the possessing
spirit and insist that it should disclose its name, origin and mischiefs. He will
demand from the spirit - in the interrogative form of the second person singular an explanation as to why it has been tormenting the patient, referred to as an innocent chrld (baccalbacci). During the sessions, Bhagat never addresses the patient
directly and makes no commen¡s on him or her as a subject - neither in the past or
prcsent tenses. The patient is not there as an acting person' but only as a vehicle
whose body and voice are being used by the bhût What comes out verbally and in
motor activity through the patient is not of him or her but of the demonic 'other"

At first, the furious spirit usually denies having committed any misdeeds'
B¡agat's relentless banage of questions and socratic arguments will reveal the futility of the spirit's lies, its greediness and empty misery. Sometimes Bhagat may get
a husband to concluct part of the interview of the spirit possessing the body of his
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wife' often only after the volume of the cassette music
has been raised to an almost
ear-splitting level, the spìrit will start
to pray for mercy and promise to give a truth_
ful statement (bayãn) of its mischi"u"r. Th"n the
hearer again stops the music and
demands it to sunender itself
completely at rhe feet or ñaa¡i and admonishes it
to forsake its bad ways (fig.
5). rin¿ty, Bhagat makes ne sp"irit recite a long oath
formula (qasam, sauganclh) dictated by him
in which it pro.is", to reform itself

and leave the patient and his family in peace.
If the patient does not go into fiance quickly

enough _ which is common with

will be performed by Minã who has the ability to
enter
briskly into an impressivepe.ííon behalf of the patients.
As the fatient lies in front
of her on the ground face downward, she will
hotd the patient,s hair with her left
hand and slowry stroke his or her back
severar times with upward movements,
thus
transferring the possessing spirit into
herself (fig. 6). In case of an obstinent
newcomers

this part

or

aggressive spirit, she may beat the patient's
back to get it out. Then she will pray out

the patient's possessing spirit with gusto
and creativity. Her actions a¡e inter-

mittently followed by the healer's stem cross-examinations
which eventually lead to
the bh,út s final submission.

During every session, rherc will be several
rounds of consecutive peírs with
different patients. Patients wilt be in two
cyclically changing roles: either trancing
on
the stage or in the audience as spectators providing
suppoft, encouragement and
validation' Entering a possession trance
will be based on
expectarions: only
those known, believed or suspected
"uttuø
to be possessed by spirits
may manifest posses_
sion trance, others remain in spectator roles
during the events of the drama. Each
cycle ends with the congration's rerieved
invocation: Bor sacce darbãr kî jay
('Praise the victory of the true court').
Although there is a rot of wild and apparently
uncoordinated motor activity
during the sessions, nobody is ever hurt ptrysically
- neither the patients jumping
and raging in hance nor the audience.
Actually, behaviour and interpersonar inter_
action during the session is latently rather
formalized with rules concerning the con_
tents and limits of expected motor, affective
and verbal role performance.
The outer forms of hance behaviour are
culturally

determine¿, and there is a
limited repefoire of roles that can be enacted: (l)
the bhüts intjally raging angrily
and rhen imploring for mercy, (2) the
ancestor spirits (male:

pit¡;

remare: pitrãçî

)
who are first anguished but then sing praises
when they ur" ,"ti*"¿ from the yoke
of the bhùts, and (3) the herping rpirit, o, messengers
(dtlt) of deiries inflicring
punishment on the bhúts or making
important announcements and predictions

for
family welfare. The deities themselves ¿o
not appear in the sessions.
Role identities during trancing are indicated
by appropriate cultural codes,
Aggressive raging, cursing or volupfuous
writhing are, of course, typical of the
åå¡i¡s' when MInã in fiance ties up a
scarf round her head, she is possessed
by a
helping peasant spirit preparing for banle.
Shours of triumph with swinging move_
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ments of the upper body and raised index fingers indicate a rejoicing ancestor spirit.

Rhythmic beating of the breast with both hands precedes and follows important
messages from helping spirits (d¡iD to the family. Hissing sounds indicate messengers (drit) sent by Siva. Dancing with a fire plate tells about the arrival of a
helping spirit (d¡¡¡) of Kãli, the Morher Divinity, the favourite deity (içladevatõ) of
Bhagat and Minã. when the spirit idiom has been fully leamed Mînã setting tlrc
paradigmatic model - various spirit roles, both male and female, may be enacted in
quick succession by the same patient. One is reminded of the solo afist of classical
Indian dance herself performing all the roles of a story, each delineated by subtle
gestures and motor symbolism.

sessions always end immediately on Bhagat's orders before midday temple
ceremonies or evening worship at the temple. Those who have gone into trance,
some of them lying on the floor looking rather unconscious, retum to this world. If
interviewed, they claim amnesia about the events that occurred during their own
trance. They describe their feelings as relieved and light (halkã).

The structure of the sessions resembles that of a folk theatre performance
where Bhagat is a director working personally on the stage with Minã as his most
accomplished actress. There, beside the altar, calm and composed, with no personal
ostentation, he rigorously controls the unfolding of the drama and the choreography
performed by the 'actors'. He does not himself go into any outwardly visible hance.
He, however, mainlains that he is not acting as himself during the session but as a
channel of higher forces. As in any good theater, the faces of the audience rcflect a
range of emotions: fear at the raging of the possessing spirits, laughter at some of
the more amusing tricks they try to play with Bhagat, rclief at their submission,
wonder at the might of the helping spirits and deep involvement in the messages of
the ancestor spirits and the announcements of the helping spirits. After the performance, there are general aesthetic feelings of cleansing, serenity and invigoration.

After the session there is quick retum to the realm of everyday life. The long
hair of women which was let down in the hectic t¡ances is again plaited decently.
The participants disperse into the courtyard, and some of the women immediaæly
start attending to their kirchen duties. In the courtyard the healer gives verbal and
written instructions to those who were involved in the day's treatments (fig. 7). The
head of the family or the responsible ca¡e-taker of the patient is informed of rituals
(bhoÐ presently to be performed in the temple. so far the audience has remained
silent and solemn during the preceding formal phase of the Eeatment session, but
now is the time for verbal exchange. Anyone in the audience is entitled to present
comments and questions to the healer. Most often they deal with his instructions
and advice. The atmosphere is now retaxed and cheerñ¡I. A lively, thorougNy
Inclian group discussion with a polyphony of multiple viewpoints may ensue.
Bhagat, however, always has the last word with his patemally benevolent reasoning
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skills and narrative capacities. Meanwhile Minã, tired from her exhausting performances, takes a short rest and then proceeds to prepar€ Bhagat's meal.
The treatnent episode maximally of ten days always ends with home care
(parhez) advice by Bhagat to the family, which follows the general pattem of tlre
corresponding temple instructions. However, the importance of following them
carefully is specifically emphasized by him, and the details will be tailored for each

-

-

family separately (fig. 7). Now ureaünent results will be evaluated and ñ¡ture therapeutic action planned, including the timing and need for a new course of ftannent.
Renewed treatments are recommended until sufficient relief has been obtained.
Bhagat emphasizes to the families that without continuing observance and worship also at home the positive effects of the E€aünent at Balaji will be soon lost.
Home should be considered as a remple and worship (pújã-p,ãlh] and hymn singing
(bhaian) should be performed along with daily chores.In the best case, the poss€ssing spirit (bhût) who has been victimizing tlre patient and his family, is meramorphosed into a benevotenç helping spirit, the Dút Mahãräj, which will make its
appearance in the home. This 'family protector' can be consulted in prayer by the
former patient for family well-being at times of difficulty. It may also spontaneousþ
give advice and instructions on proper action to be taken in moments of danger.

9. PSYCHIATRIC

CONSIDERATIONS

Despite many cultural differences in the expression

of mental illness, it has becn

possible to classify the major forms of menlal illness into relatively universal categories (ICD-I0,1992; DsM-rv, 1995). From psychiatric srudies performed around

the globe

it is evident that such mental

illnesses exist in every culture causing
considerable suffering and economic loss. All societies have developed their own
culturally formulated methods for encountering and neating mental illness (e.g.

Kleinman 1984; Iæff l98l; Pfeiffet 1994; Desjarlais er al. 1995; Csordas & Lewton
1998).

In trndia, where psychiatric hospitals must concentrate on the most diffrcult
cases, and where community-based psychiatric senrices a¡e still scarcie, help for
mental health problems is most often sought from ubiquitous religious healers, both
Hindu and Muslim. There are also many healing shrines in various parts of the
country which provide help for acute and chronic psychiaüic patients, such as tlre
Hindu temples of Bãlãji in Northern lndia, Mahãnubhav in Maharashtra (Skultans
1987), chotanikkara and Gunaseelam in south hrdia (Gopalakrishnan 1996; pakaslahti 1996).
There exists little in-depth or systematic knowle.dge of the merhods employed
and services provided by religious healers in India. The present study has described
the religious treatment of menal health problems at the important Bãlãji æmple in
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direct participant-observaRajasthan based on personally collected data drawn from
Balaji as a piltion in the healfurg practices at the temple. After an introduction to

next
grimage place and healing shrine and a description of the help-seekers, the
of
(emic)
model
theoretical
sections focused on the presentation of the indigenous
patients and their
ûeatment and i¡s practical application in the clinical care of
from a more
families. In the following, some of the findings will be discussed

psychiatric (etic) Point of view.

The therapeutic milieu and the family context
psychiatric studies of factors influencing the outcome of serious mental illness have
family
shown that the stigma of mental illness, critical social attitudes a¡rd negative
will
have
which
isolation,
and
reactions may lead to ruptures in social relationships
takes
untoward effects on recovery @akaslahti 1992:36-38\.In Balaji, help-seeking

of religious devotion and pilgrimage. Thus, the
culpatients paficipate together with a majority of healthy and normal visitors in
ill are
turally prestigious pilgrim and æmple activities. Since not even the seriously

place within the social context

services, the
excluded from the pulsating activity of the temple and its devotional
milieu
therapeutic
in
the
contrary,
patients are not isolated from other people. On the
reintegrated into the social and cultural fabric of traditional life and its

ur"
it
"y
values. 'Temple is life' commented one elder visitor. Peer-group support' expectaand
tions of change, the discovery of commonalities, camaraderie, encouragement
atmosphere.
hopeful
advice from cured patients cfeate a positive and
al'
Generally speaking, in the Indian cultural concept of family (Desjarlais et
any ill1995: 66) it is the family that is expected to provide for the üeaÛnent of
by
and to see rhat it is carried out. In Balaji, families are specifically enjoined
nesses

ill members. Moreover, the heatment procedure
itself is family and network-oriented, involving the extensive participation of key
family members of the identified patient, whose needs are now given full famitial
family. First'
attention. All this has important consequences for the patient and the

the temple rules to take care of their

and supthe continuity of the patient's intimate social relationships are maintained
for
ported. secondly, as the discourse about possessing spirits places responsibility
within
criticism
guilt
or
family'
the illness outside the patient himself and his or her
the family
the family is bound to diminish. Thirdly, negative interactional pattems in

- often associated with psychiatric illness -

are liable

to be refashioned along

the

family ideals of solicitous and constructive emotional attitudes constantly marshalled
by the divine stories of the Rãmãyfua.
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Religious imagery as psychotherapeutic tool
The divine stories, presented in Section 5, act as grand scripts which provide
cognitive and emotional guidelines for ttrp patients and their families throughout the
treaünent. The fight against the forces of chaos and desruction in the lives of the
patients and their families a¡e modelled according to the stn¡cture and chronological
sequences of these allegories. The stories function as mental maps directing the
perception, thinking, emotions and actions of the pilgrims at Balaji. On the cognitive
level, they describe problem situations encountered by gods and humans, appropriate and successfi¡l problem-solving strategies and actions.

In the pilgrimage context of popular devotion and faith (bhakti), the stories are
transformed emotionally into living presence. From the absFact level of meÍe narratives on how something very distant happened 'there and then' they may become
suffused with personal relevance and subjective meaning experienced in the 'here
and now'. Through devotion, the divine stories become larger than life scripts on to
which the personal na¡ratives of the afflicted are projected. They become dynamic-

ally active psychotherapeutic tools when the depicted personages and their relationships start to act as ideals of identification, as models of behaviour and as paradigms
of conflict resolution. The story of Rãma and Sitã offers ideals of masculine and
feminine identity, a story of reunion after separation, family happiness after crises
have been overcome. The monkey-chief Hanumãn, who upgrades animal naturp in
the service and devotion of the divine couple, is a motor of change, the ideal devotee
whose example provides emotional energy for therapeutic progress. However, not

to be too disant as objects of emulation for imperfect humans, both R-ama and
Hanumãn have their moments of hesitation, anguish and uncertainty in their quest to
find the pining Sîta captured by the demon-king Rãvana. In the Rãmãyãna, through
perseverance,courage and help from their allies they æe in the end successfr¡l and
the ferocious Rãvapa, the tustful and aggressive arch enemy of family happiness, is
finally destroyed.
Like Hanumãn, it is through devotion that pilgrims at Balaji find the energy
and initiative to overcome their difficulties (saúka!), These a¡€ represented by the

imagery of possessing spirits which can be overcome with the help of the victorious
temple divinities. However, becauæ the üeaünent at Balaji does not aim at the destruction of the possessing spirits but their conversion into allies, the mortal fate of
the demon-king in the great epic is unsuitable as a model of conflict resolution.
Thercfore, at Balaji, the role of Rãvana is taken up by tlre local pretrãj, the Lord of

Ghosts, whose conversion offers the paradigm of healing, its mechanism and
method. It is this myth that is constantly being concretely acted out in the ritual
battles aking place in the possession trances (peíí) of the patients at Balaji in front
of families and audiences. The forces of evil arc not exorcized but metamorphosed
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will protect the family as long as it follows the
into benevolent family helpers. These
in the Rãmãyãna and the home-care instrucHindu way of life (dharma)described
in psychological terms, the dark forces
rion, giu.n at Balaji for domestic life. Thus,
or
conflict feprcsented by the possessing spirits are not repressed

of unresolved

a function-

and sublimated for serving
pustred away but their energy is channelled
ity in'p.on.d family homeostasis and more successful psychosocial adaptation'

Stages

of theraPeutic change

personal involveAt Balaji, the ffeaunent process to which the divine stories and

formulated in legal termiment give cognitive and emotional content, is technically
the patient's illness' It is mainnotogy as a court trial of the spirits associated with
the innocent, that
øined that the temple functions like a law-court where

is'

the

consecutive phases in the
patients and their families, receive justice. There are three
for the individual patients
l"gal proc"s, which provide concrete joint action models
be
Described in detail in sections 6 and 8' these stages can

and their families,

both on the individual
understood as components of a psychological transformation
and farnily levels.

The

first preparatory

phase, called

.Filing of a petition in the coul'

(darþãst,alzi),consissofthenecessarypreparationsforchange.Theceremonies
into the hands of benevolent higher powers' giving up
performed express sunender

the misfortunes and
conscious resistance and a symbolic anticipation of ending
convalescence of the patient' a
illnesses of the family. This is the beginning of the
illness' There are behavioural
first relief for him and his family from the burden of
of sexual abstinence'
restrictions in daily life consisting of rigorous observance
patients and their family
dietary rules and purification of body and mind for both
devois often reduced. The daily program is filled with intensive

..,nù"rr.

Sleep

emotions (bhakti) and
tional activities emphasizing positive, socially constructive
extensive peer-group inforsolicirude for others (prem). All this is supported by
and acculturative leaming. The general atmosphere
mation exchange,
"n.àu*grn,"nt
is liable to diminish negative emois that of trust and positive expectations, which
families' Hope and motivation
tional and interactional themes and pattems within the

for observing and
are built up. There will also be plenty of daily opportunities
demonsEated by other more
leaming the new, unfamiliar Eance behaviours widely
experienced Patients.
affliction is, in most
For those who have come to Balaji, the model of spirit
terms of religious tradition and popular
cases, culturally congenial and acceptable in
(peíi) may at first be experienced as
beliefs, although the sight of the t¡ance states
Younger patients with westem sciensomething rather strange or even frightening'
to accept the discourse of spirit affliction as some-

tific views may find it difficult
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thing 'natural'. However, even some of these patients slowly give in to the conformative suction of family and peer-group expectations and activities.
The second transformative phase of the treatnent, 'Appearance in the
court' (peíi), is culturally understood as a cross-examination and punishment of the
possessing spirits. These will first put up fierce rcsistance to the temple divinities,
but in the end they are forced to submit and will promise to reform their behaviour.
Afær sufficient purification and penance they will be accepted into the divine court
as helping spirits. The possessing spirits are not simply agents of illness to be
'exorcized' out ofthe patient but as personifications of psychological conflicts - as
'ghosts of unsatisfied desires', to use the apposiæ expression of Kakar (1982: 56),
they are in need of releæe from their ghostly existence, which is made possible in
this phase of the treatment. Priests and healers maintain that without this stage the
healing of the afflicted from their illness is not possible
Outwardly, this stage consists of trancing behaviour in which the possessing
spirits speak and act through the patients, often in a violent m¿¡nner, most commonly
during the temple services and congregational singing sessions. In a way, the
theoretical model is enacted personally by the patients; it becomes for him 'flesh and
blood'. Trancing is a breakaway from the ordinary, a qualitative change in expression and behaviour, where the patient is acting out, as if involuntarily, violent forces
outsidehis ordinary consciousness. In contrast to the previous and the subsequent
phases, which a¡e voluntarily directed by the patient, this phase is a moment of

discontinuity, a 'quantum jump' which releases the gnp of conscious contol and
opens up completely new avenues of verbal and motor expression. In any individual
case trancing is to be repeated on successive days, sometimes

for weeks, until

there

is sufficient assurance of relief.
The third phase of the heaunent, 'Moderation' (parhez) is a last period

consolidation of the desired psychological, behavioural and interpersonal changes.
consists

of
It

of following the prescribed home tasks and domestic regulations which

apply to the whole family, underscoring again the belief that üeaünent is effective
only as a sustained joint family action. The emotional rcstructuring of patient and
family experience and the new more adaptive coping strategies need to be established in daily practice, which is why priests and healers emphasize the importance
of carefully following the prescribed home tasks. Thus the family ensures through
its own activity that the positive therapeutic results are maintained and further
consolidated at home. A central place is occupied by dietary regulations, which are,
through popular Ayurvedic concepts of the emotional values of food-stuffs, apparently a subtle way of manipulating emotions by metaphors of balance, harmony and

purity.
This basic tripartite strucrure applies to all successful üeatments at Balaji, but is
more clearly evident in the treatments directed and supervised by the healers whose
efforts make the whole process organized and systematic. Healers often recommend
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(phases I and 2) at Balaji altershofi periods (e.g. 7-10 days) of active tfeatnent
home
care (phase 3). These are feof
naringwith longerperiods (e.g. l-2 months)
peated until sufficient relief or improvement is obtained'

Perspectives on mechanisms of therapeutic change
rich phenomln any attempt to discem significant pattems in the very complex and
ena physiological, psychological and interactional - taking place during the

polar dangers of getting
transformative phase of the treaÍnent process, there afe the
the following,
lost in a mass of deail or of oversimpliñcation and reductionism' In
insufseparately
but
some viewpoints which appeaf to be necessary and relevant
in trance
ficient for understanding the nature and mechanism of therapeutic change
relative
their
about
states will be briefly presented without entering into discussion
merits or attempting an integrative synthesis'

L

skill
Trance behaviour as a physiological capability and psychological

hansformative
Trance states are the most conspicuous extemal characæristic of the
trance states
stage of the treatnent at Balaji. Based on mechanisms of dissociation,
system
nervous
central
human
are part of the psychophysiological capability of the
(Jilek l gg4) and are used in the traditional ceremonials of a large number of cultures

(sargant 1959;
around the globe for social, religious, and therapeutic purposes
states afe
1973; Bourgignon 1973: 3-35; Pfeiffet 1994).In therapeutic rituals Ûance
entered either by healers or theh clients, or both'
occurRitualized trance is culturally appropriate behaviour of limiæd duration,
expected behaviourin specified settings. Psychologically' there is a selective
of
nanowing of awareness of immediate surroundings and loss of the usual sense

ring

as

personal idenrity, which is replaced by motor and verbal enacrnent of culturally
the events that
ãefined spirit roles. It is usually followed by subjective amnesia for
took place during the trance.
It must be emphasised that ritualized trance, at least in Balaji' is not an expres-

described in
sion of any mental illness, such as hysteria or conversion disorder,
it inpsychiatric diagnostic manuals (ICD-10, 1992; DSM-IV, 1995). Neither is
(1982:75)'
Kakar
by
proposed
ãicatiue of hysterical personality disorders, as was
Ritual trance cannot be reduced to Psychopathology. It is basically a culturally
procedure for treating psychosocial problems in a positive group environapproved

ment'Asathefapeuticmethod,itmustbeleamedlikeanyskill.
As a matter of fact, ritualized trance requires a certain degree of conFol and
ill patients
mental balance. Therefore, it cannot be entered by the mofe seriously
sees how
one
such as those suffering from schizophrenic psychoses. At Balaji,
it becon'res accessible to many newcomefs after acculh¡rative leaming and some
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personal practice, The trancing healers and ¡heir assistants observed at Balaji have
struck the present author both as ingenious and creative adepts of ritu¿ trance and
also as well-integrated personalities who have successfully resolved their own life
crises.

2,Trance as emotional catharsis and abreaction

In hance, when the afflicted

are believed to be possessed

by spirits, they are per-

mitt€d to act in a manner which in ordinary life would be severely disapproved of.
In this way trance states function as a cathafic release, or emotional abreaction in

offering socially acceptable outlets for negative, repressed emotions, for the expression of which tndian society offers few opportunities, especially for women. In this
sense, trancing may be considered a culturally sanctioned safety-valve. Indeed, tlre
immediate effects of fancing subjectively relieve and alleviate dysphoric affective
states. However, if the main function of trancing would be to provide ventilation of
repressed emotions, one would expect a larger number of female patients than male
ones in an Indian context. Nevertheless, the statistics of Dwyer (1995) show an
almost equal gender distribution among the patients at Balaji.
Some authors have argued in rather general terms that the therapeutic efficacy
of trance states is based on such catharsis and abreaction - as pointed out e.g. in the

overview by Csordas and læwton (199S). These terms were originally introduced
into psychotherapeutic literature by Freud and Breuer in 1895. At first, they thought
that a sufficient cure for most of their patients could be attained through a release of
repressed negative emotions associated with the re-emerging of raumatic memories
in hypnosis which can be considered according to the Present author a form of
trance behaviour. Soon Freud abandoned this view after observing that mere cathar-

-

-

sis and abreaction do not lead to stable therapeutic results.

Irrespective of how effective or not catharsis and abreaction may be in therapeutically relieving repressed negative emotions, it is clear that they cannot be the
main reason for Fancing at Balaji because quite often nancing is performed by
somebody else than the patient himself or herself. For instance, in the healer's
sessions described in Section 8, when the patients are slow or ineffective in gening
into t¡ance, the healer's assistant enters trance on their behalf. Trance may also be
performed on behalf of a patient by another family member if the patient is not able
to go into a ritual trance, for instance due to psycholic illness.
Moreover, in several cases, the spirit affliction of a male family member was
transfened to a consenting female family member who entered Eance on his behalf.
Sometimes a mother helped her son in this way or the wife of an alcoholic husband

his spouse as in the Maharashtran healing æmple described by Skultans (1987)'
Rather fhan illustrating catharsis, these instânces seem to show the usual social
readiness of the women to cafry the burdens of their suffering male family mem-
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males trancing on
bers. I{owever, in Balaji one may âlso see, although infrequently,
behalf of absent female family members.
3. Trance as destabilìzaîion and suggeslion

Sargant (1959; 1973) in his extensive studies of religious and other conversion
procedures noted that, when emotional and physical pressure on an individual is
when the
increased simultaneously on many levels, a crisis may be finally reached
existing system of reference will be destabilized despite the sometimes intense
phase occurs, in
resistance of the individual. At this moment a particularly unstable
which rhe subject is acutely sensitive and highly suggestible, with the result that
new beliefs or values can then be implanted with relative ease. These may remain
provided from time to
stable later if brief repetitions of the conversion conditions are
time.

Similarly, in Balaji one can see lhat the Eeatment may function as a method for
destabilizing the patients' experiential system with the purpose of substituting
negative emotional and behavioural pattems with new, culturally and socially more
positive ones. The transformative crisis occurs in the trance states after arduous
mental preparations which can also be physically quite exhausting. In the behaviour
of the possessing spirits during Íance, their angry raging can be interpreted as a
metaphor for unconscious resistance to forced change and their final submission as
an emerging readiness to accept the new behaviour as an end of the ordeal' The
explanations offered to patients and families after the impressive drama of trance
when they are in most receptive state of mind, fall into fertile ground. Trarcing is
place.
repeated at Balaji daily until sufficient psychological transformation has taken
Observation of the home care rules and future shorter visits to Balaji ensure stability

of the treatment results.

4. Spirit dfliction as a communicatìon system
In private discussions with patients and thei¡ family members individually at Balaji,
it becomes evident that, behind the discourse of spirit affliction, they are well aware
of the stress-related, psychological and interpersonal dimensions of their problems.
They may ølk about anxieties, fears and depression associated with the vicissitudes
of their lives: personal traumas (e.g. the death of small children), achievement failures (in studies or professional life), unfulfilled wishes (infertility), interpersonal
problems (marital or intergenerational), tensions and threats in the larger social network (disputes ovet land), etc.
However, in public settings and in the teatment sessions at Balaji, psychological and interpenonal language is replaced by discourse about possessing spirits,
(1998: 389) notes
ancestors and helping spirits acted out in trance. Lewis-Fernandez
which
that in trance states there is a basic discontinuity with commonplace reality,
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may allow comment on everyday life from a certain remove' a ne\ry perspective,
which is often sacralizing, restorative or challenging.
As a matter of fact, the theoretical model of spirit affliction and ritualized trance
functions as a method which permits and even forces the patients and their families
to work at solutions together. Moreover, and most importantly, this is carried out in
such a way that the close interpersonal relationships which are of primary concem
to both patients and their families afe not jeopardized. For example, it is the spirits
who express aggressions and selfish interests, not ¡he patients and their family
members. Spirit affliction and trance behaviour provide a specific language for
expressing and handling psychological distress in a therapeutic way. fn the terminology of \Vestem family therapists, it provides a metaposition from which psychological and interactional problems can be discussed beyond úe system in which the
family is enmeshed most of the time. Nobody in the family is victimized or blamed
as a human person. Particularly, the sessions of the healer show how this is effected
by a succession and interptay ofdifferent types oftrance states, each associated with
specific negative or positive roles, which allow a wide and inticate range of emotional expression and restitr¡tive action ca¡ried out in the therapeutic interactions.
5. Treatment

as

family and group therapy

The therapeutic process is family and group centered, involving through the whole
length of treatment the active participation of at least the key family members of the

identified patient. Mental health problems are not seen only as individual afflictions
but much more as disturbances in the family's intemal and spiritual balance which
can be restored only through joint efforts. Also the family's psychological relationship with its social network and past history usually needs re-balancing. Therapeutic
action is guided by cultural ideals of harmony, order and hierarchy.
Kakar (1982: 82) pointed out that the üeatment at Balaji is concemed with
changing the context of the problems by changing the person's feelings about himself or herself and by trying to connect or reconnect him or her with sources of
psychological strength available in his or her life situation. This observation can be
applied to the family as a whole because the teabnent mobilizes healthy family
resources and restn¡ctures the way the family feels about itself.
In the process of the treatnent sessions, the patient's status in the family is
subsøntially strengthened. She or he moves from a socially disvalued, peripheral
role into a socialty valued, more cenbal role as she or he becomes the channel and
intermediary of the protective spirit, obøined through successful treaünent for the
benefit of the whole family. When the family has problems, it is the patient who
prays for the protector spirit's advice, which he or she then mediates to the family.
From a cause of problems the patient may actually become a vehicle for solving the
problems.
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Ofren, during rhe treatment the voices of family-ancestors or the helping spirits
will indicate a long history of familial disharmony and past social ruptures that still
that it is not only the
affect the entife family's present situation. It may tum out
creative emoAn
intensively
family.
whole
identified patient who is afflicted but the
involvement mây be catalyzed in the family, opening up fresh perspectives,

úonal

joint action, Previously rigid or
unexplored sources of energy and new avenues of
problems may
blocked intrafamilial interactional pattems that have been part of the
also allows a
process
therapeutic
The
find more harmonious and adaptive solutions.
neighbours and
re-assessment of the family's relationships with its social network as greed, envy
such
emotions
negative
of
relatives and provides for a diminution

-

and jealousy

In the

-

associated with various kinds of rivalries'

treatment process at Balaji, the trance states take place

in front of

a

families.
supportive and actively involved peer-group of other patients and their
the
values.
Actually,
its
and
SymUoticatty, the audience also fepresents society
the local healdramatic structure of the trance sessions, especially those directed by
a
psychodrama,
of
is
reminded
one
ers, resembles that of folk theatre performances.
derived from
Vy'estem technique of group psychotherapy sessions based on ideas
the audience
(1947).
Symbolically,
the theatrical experience of its founder Moreno
represents society and its values.

Assessment

of treatment results

from
Evaluating treatment results and their stability is a conceptually different issue
the preceding discussion of the mechanisms of therapeutic change. Adequate
such outcome
assessment would include both cross-sectionally and longitudinally
diminution of
objective
improvement,
dimensions as degree and extent of subjective
psychopathology, amelioration of psychosocial functioning and quality of interpersonal relationshiPs.
From cured patients and their families one hears anecdotal stories of impressive
psychosocial gains, including loss of symptoms, drastic improvement in the family
patients have
situation, and the regaining of personal satisfaction. Some of these

cult and
become associated with their fesp€ctive healers as religious followers, the
its members providing peer-grouP support and new interpefsonal relationships

around devotional activities. What one does not hear about are the unsuccessful
treatments, because such patients are not likely to retum to Balaji.
According to the observations of Satija et al. (1981), one quarter of their
recovery
sample, consisting mainly of psychoneurotics, showed slight to complete
patients
after the development of tra¡rce. In the experience of the present author,
from depressive and anxiety disorders seem to profit most from the treat-

suffering

menr rationale. Acutely psychotic patients may remit

in Balaji, although they cannot
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enter ritual trance. Although not cured, the condition of chronic psychotic patients
may improve with time in the therapeutic, partly rehabilitative, milieu of Balaji. It is

important to note that treaûnent results cannot be judged only in terms of the
condition of the identified patients because the family as a whole is the help-seeking
unit. For instance, one may see that although a severely or chronically ill patient is
not personally helped, the family may derive relief and support through sharing their
burden, and obtain empowennent in its management tasks as well as for home care.

For adequate assessment

of

Eeatment results, scientific

follow-up studies

would be necessary. However, very few such studies, with evaluations before and
after treatnent, have been carried out anywhere on folk healing (Kleinman l9B4:
319-352; csordas & læwton 1998:493-497). Probably, conducting such investiga-

tions in a religious setting such as Balaji would be hardly feasible, as outcome
studies of psychiaric illness are methodologically demanding even in much more
favourable conditions (Pakaslahti 1992:

7-I

5).

IO. CONCLUSION
The family-centered religious treatment of mental health problems taking place at ttre
Balaji temple in Rajasthan attracts clients mainly from the neighbouring states and,
to a small degree, also from other parts of India. As a healing shrine the popularity

of Balaji is growing rather than declining. Seeking help from Balaji is not related to
illiteracy, low caste status or rural domicile, as the majority of the clientele has
average or better than average education, belong to the higher castes and a¡e of
urban domicile. Most cliens are relatively young, of working age. There is an
almost equal number of female and male patients. Help-seeking is not associated

with non-use of rvestem-type health care, as more than Bovo of the patients have
consulted a general practitioner of medicine. only a minority of patients have experience ofpsychiatrists, and usually these patients have a chronic psychotic illness
which has required hospitalization at an acute stage.

The local model of expressing distress in terms of spirit affliction is often a
culturally congenial, minimally stigmatizing way, actually a specific language, for
reformulating mental health problems and a concrete method for Heating them. The
family and group trearnent approach employed at Balaji aims at a positive transformation of intemal experience and outer behaviour in the interests of a better

family homeostasis. The therapeutic use of ritualized trance states is central to the
transformative phase of the treatment, whose results need to be later consolidated in
home care for more lasting results. Ritualized rance itself is neither a psychopathological dis-order nor mere catharsis or abstraction but a specific therapeutic
method for creating new order by employing constructively the innate capacity of
dissociation. Above all, the Eeatnent effectively and creatively mobilizes healthy
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patients with depresfamily resources and coping strategies. In psychiatric terms'
üeatment' In cases
sive and anxiety disorders seem to derive most benefit from the
may
of non-improvement of a patient's condition, relief, support and empowerment
a
for
be obtained by the family having the responsibility and burden of caring
psychiatrically ill family member.
In the current Indian situation, with few psychiatric hospitals and scant renot, in reality'
sources for community-based psychiatry, teatment at Balaji does
it for a
compete with modem mental health care but might be seen as complementing
effective or suitable
certain section of the population. The treatment is not, however,
acceptance'
for all, for one thing because it presupposes a high degree of religious

values of the Hindu
As the treatment aims at a fuller reintegration into the traditional
more
family, it rnay not be relevant to the needs and adaptational tasks of modem,
mental
western-oriented young men and women. on the whole, the ûrea[nent of
strategies
health problems at Balaji is an exampte of culturally developed coping
its
strength
of
much
deriving
based on the vitality of a religious tradition, apparently
to find relief'
from its capacity to empower help-seeking families in their endeavours
psychosocial
and
distress
psychological
guidance and intemal renewal at times of
crises.
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